CD166 as a Therapeutic Target in Autoimmune Diseases
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Abstract

About 3 decades ago CD6 identified as one of the first antigens expresses on the majority of T cells and a subset of B cells. CD6 regulates cellular adhesion migration across the endothelial and epithelial cells. In recent years researches indicate its role in pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases. Many researches have been done in recent years to block CD6 by CD6 mono clonal antibodies, IOR-T1 and Tu’33, but most blockers had short time effects and didn’t effect for over a month. Nowadays CD166 has been identified as the ligand of CD6. CD166 expresses in many tissues such as spleen, kidney, skin and brain. It is supposed that interaction between CD6 and CD166 has an important role in pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases. Few researches have done on CD166 and its blockers it but it seems CD 166 targeted therapy in autoimmune diseases such as MS shows better results rather than CD6 blockage. So targeting CD166 by mono clonal antibodies in future researches is needed and helpful.
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